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1. Triple Beam
SII NanoTechnology Inc. has developed a triple beam system that includes a Ga-FIB, an FEG-SEM,
and an Argon Ion Beam: Ar-B combined system. Figure 1 schematically shows the basic
configuration for the triple beam. The three beams intersect at a single point on the sample surface.
At this intersection surface, live observation in real-time is possible using the SEM during either
Ga-FIB or Ar-B etching. Figure 2 shows the picture of a representative system.
2. High Definition, High Precision TEM Sample Making
Figure 3 shows TEM observation examples of a sample made utilizing this triple beam technology.
After processing with a 30kV Ga-FIB and a 5kV Ga-FIB polish mill, final processing was
performed using a 1kV Ar-B. This additional final polish minimizes damage as well as permits very
precise positional accuracy of the lamella as show in the TEM images. The gate insulation layer can
be viewed with a high-resolution observation and no shadowing as the lamella can be positioned to
only be created from the active area. We have established sample making technology through a
leading edge device for observation of a “desired location”.
3. Argon Ion Beam Induced Deposition: Ar-BID
For this project, we have approached the development of high definition TEM sample making using
Ar-BID as a new Triple Beam application.
For polymeric such as resist or low-k materials, a challenge is the interaction of either the electron
beam: EB or Ga-FIB with these materials. The result is the polymer deforms. As the device node
scales below 45nm even low energy beam induced deposition of a protective metal layer results in
severe shrinkage and shape change. Through the utilization of Ar-BID technology, we were able to
confirm. A significant improvement in maintain the polymer or resist profile as been achieved.
For this experiment, we used the following conditions for a surface protective film.
(1) Ar-BID Pt Film
Ar-B: VACC=600V,
I Beam=2.5nA,
T Deposition=1min
(2) EBID C Film
EB:
VACC=1kV,
I Beam=192pA, T Deposition=10min
As shown in Figure 4, the previous method only used EB for creating a C film. With the new
method, Ar-B is creating a Pt film. Figure 5 shows STEM images. Comparisons of the two images
show the resist height and shape are not changed with Ar-B of Pt. As well as no stresses was
induced in the underlying BARC (Bottom Anti-Reflective Coating) layer resulting in curving of the
surface. All this is critical for proper characterization of the resist image as this primarily dictates the
resultant shape of the gate or trench of a transistor.
4. Summary
We have developed a triple beam. By combining in an optimal manner the finish processing
conditions through a low energy Ar-B and FIB processing, we have been able to produce high
definition, precise located lamella with minimal damage. In addition, by applying Ar-BID
technology, we have improved TEM sample manufacturing of high polymer material that was
previously difficult.
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Fig. 5 Ar-BID and EBID Comparison, Observation: 200kV
STEM, Courtesy Mr. Bart Rijpers, ASML Corp. (Netherland)
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